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Editorial Note 
 
Turkic Languages, Volume 25, 2021, Number 1. DOI: 10.13173/TL.25.1.001 

 
In the present issue of TURKIC LANGUAGES three papers are devoted to Kazakh. 
Aynur Abish discusses the relation between the Kazakh noun besịk ‘cradle’ and 

the verb böle- ‘to swaddle’. Are they etymologically related to each other? Hypothe-
ses on the etymological status of l and s < š are discussed. The Oghur language Chu-
vash is an “l-language”, and all remaining languages are “š-languages”. Chuvash l 
corresponds to Common Turkic non-initial š in šïḷ ‹шӑл› ‘tooth’ vs. Common Turkic 
tiːš and Kazakh tịs. Volga-Bulghar has Oghur forms such as ǰaːl ‘year’. Mongolic 
has gölige/gölöge ‘puppy’, corresponding to Common Turkic köšäk ‘young animal’. 
Non-Altaicists view these as early loans from Turkic. Samoyedic *kiĺ ‘winter’ was 
copied from an Oghur word containing the same final consonant. The corresponding 
Chuvash word is χịl ‹xĕл› ‘winter’, but Common Turkic has ḳïš; cf. Kazakh ḳïs. A 
first hypothesis for the correspondences is advocated by Altaicists. They regard the 
corresponding words as cognates and reconstruct an element “l2”, which is re-
presented by l or lč in Oghur Turkic and Mongolic, but has shifted to Common 
Turkic -š- and -š. Non-Altaicists assume that the words were copied from Turkic to 
Mongolic. They take Proto-Turkic *š to be primary and explain Oghur Turkic l or lč 
as correspondences in terms of lambdacism, i.e. replacement of š. The Mongolic l 
forms are considered copies from Oghur Turkic. Oghur l represents a specific ori-
ginal sound. Róna-Tas & Berta (2011) claim that one early Proto-Turkic type of š 
existed and changed to lč in West Old Turkic. The consonant l was unstable in this 
cluster. Johanson suggests that the Proto-Turkic segment *l'* was a combination of l 
with a palatal element, realized as *lǰ in Oghur. This gave rise to a variation l ~ š in 
Turkic. The Chuvash segment lost the palatal element, and the Common Turkic 
segment lost the lateral element but preserved the palatal element, ending up in š, 
e.g. taːš, yaːš. Róna-Tas and Berta hypothesize that two similar verbs may have in-
fluenced the history of the word for ‘cradle’. One meant ‘to swaddle’, ‘to lay in the 
cradle’, and the other meant ‘to rock the cradle’. The puzzling relation between the 
two cannot be explained, since their connections are phonetically and morphologi-
cally unclear. But the discussion concerns the proposal that the Proto-Turkic seg-
ment *l'* was a combination of l with a palatal element. This gave rise to a variation 
l ~ š in Turkic. The Chuvash segment lost the palatal element. The Common Turkic 
segment lost the lateral element, but preserved the palatal element, ending up in š > 
Kazakh s. 

Musa Salan and Osman Kabadayı deal with the etymology and formation of the 
Kazakh verb zert-te- ‘to examine’, ‘to scrutinize’, ‘to evaluate’. On the evidence of 
the corresponding Karakalpak verb izert-le- ‘to research’, it is argued that the verb 
goes back to the East Old Turkic  verb eδär- ‘to pursue’, ‘to follow’. The paper also 
discusses several other possible ways to account for the morphological structure of 
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the suffix. The possibility that -t- is a parasitic sound is eliminated, since it is un-
common in Kazakh and Karakalpak. Two suffixes can come into consideration to 
explain the added -t-. One is the deverbal noun suffix {-(Ụ)t}, although it is not at-
tested in early works. An argument for it is that it can be followed by the denominal 
verb suffix {+lA}. The other suffix is the causative marker in {-t-}. If the stem 
includes a causative suffix, it can take a frequentative suffix in {-lA-} ~ {-DA-}, an 
option that is not entirely dismissed.  

Ainur Bayekeyeva, Saule Tazhibayeva, Uldanay Jumabay and Irina Nevskaya 
contribute an article on Kazakh male and female anthroponyms derived from appel-
latives denoting metals and minerals. The Kazakh people have known the terminol-
ogy of mining, ore processing and smelting for centuries. The terminology of the 
mining industry in the Turkic world was widely used in medieval Eurasia by speak-
ers of Old and Middle Turkic languages. The spread of the industry went hand in 
hand with the use of mining terminology by the Turks, also for forming personal 
names. Numerous Turkic anthroponyms derived from metal and mineral names are 
found in both ancient and modern sources. A study of Kazakh first names shows that 
there are more than 160 masculine and feminine anthroponyms containing terms 
referring to metals and minerals in lexicographical sources. They are mostly compo-
site, formed according to the pattern of an appellative plus an additional component, 
often a title or a general term denoting a person. Those components tend to be 
grammaticalized as evaluative markers, honorifics or markers of hypocorism. As 
structural components of first names they do not render evaluative semantics. Ka-
zakh masculine personal names are mostly derived from names of metals and ores, 
i.e. natural materials that have not been made or processed by human beings. Femi-
nine personal names are mostly derived from terms used for minerals and gem-
stones. 

 
Two papers are devoted to Uyghur. 
Nurungul Mamut treats the vowel system of the Atush dialect of Uyghur with its 

phonological processes, triggers, and consequences. The paper is based on extensive 
data collected during three research trips between 2011 and 2014. It questions the 
widely accepted opinion that the local variety in this region is a sub-dialect of the 
Central dialect together with the Kashgar variety of Uyghur. The paper deals with 
the vowel inventory compared to standard Uyghur and other Uyghur dialects. It is 
argued that the vowel system is characterized by special features. The dialect has 
only seven, not eight vowel phonemes, /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /ö/, /u/, /ü/. Although the 
vowel ä exists, it does not have any distinctive function as in other Uyghur dialects 
but is realized as an allophone of /e/. The dialect also differs in other respects. The 
occurrence of ö and o in non-first syllables and the occurrence of e in the coda posi-
tion in mono- or polysyllabic words is not restricted as in other Uyghur dialects. The 
missing vowel phoneme results from the raising of ä. This phonological change has 
occurred under the influence of intensive contact with Kirghiz. 
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Raihan Muhamedowa treats the suffix {-(Ị)š} in comparison with other action 
nominals in Uyghur. The main functions of Uyghur action nominals in {-(Ị)š} are 
compared to the less productive infinitive suffix {-mAK} as well as the subordina-
tors {-GAn}+{-lỊK} and {-(y)(ị)dịɣan}+{-lỊK}. Some types of complement clauses 
are discussed in which these suffixes are used. Uyghur {-(Ị)š} has two basic func-
tions. It derives nouns from verbs and appears as a subordinator in different types of 
non-main clauses. In complement clauses, it competes with {-GAn}. The paper 
systematizes complement-taking predicates in Uyghur according to their choice of 
action nominal or participial suffixes. Case forms of action nominals in {-(Ị)š} are 
grammaticalized as converbs. In converb clauses, there is a choice between {-GAn} 
and {-(Ị)š}. The paper discusses what semantic and syntactic features Uyghur action 
nominals in {-(Ị)š} share with Turkish action nominals in {-mA} and how they 
differ from Turkish {-(y)Ịš}. 

 
One paper is devoted to Yakut. 
Ninel V. Malyševa, Igor A. Danilov and Marina A. Osorova deal with Yakut 

names of wild edible plants. The names encode essential information about the ma-
terial and spiritual culture of the Yakuts. The article discusses the morphological 
structure and the lexical-semantic features of the names. These reflect plants’ exter-
nal similarities with other plants or objects, place of growth, peculiarities of mor-
phological structure, color, characteristics of growth, nutritional properties, surfaces, 
and practical uses. Some plant names were inherited from previous linguistic com-
munities and some were borrowed from cognate or non-cognate languages. Because 
of the long-lasting cohabitation of Yakuts and Russians, copies from Russian are 
frequent. On the other hand, some non-derivative stems go back to Mongolian and 
Tungusic forms, which testifies to Yakut’s close linguistic contacts with these lan-
guages. The Yakut names are thus interesting sources for research on the Yakut 
language contacts. The article analyzes 42 phytonyms and 48 percent of the entire 
vocabulary of wild edible plants is formed according to semantic principles. Seven 
names are based on external similarity with an object. Five names refer to the place 
of growth. Three names describe the morphological peculiarities of the plants. One 
name specifies the plant’s color and another one the characteristics of its growth. 
One name denotes nutritional properties of the plant. One describes the plant’s sur-
face, and one refers to the practical use of the plant. 

 
Two papers are devoted to Turkish.  
İsa Kerem Bayırlı deals with Turkish asymmetric coordination. His paper exam-

ines the syntax and semantics of the clausal coordinator DA. Temporal and causal 
interpretations associated with this morpheme cannot be analyzed as implicatures. 
This leads to the claim that the coordinator is intrinsically asymmetric. Building on 
the analysis that coordination at the tense-phrase level is always asymmetric, the 
author suggests that DA can only be used for coordination and provides independent 
evidence for this claim. The author shows that DA can be used to conjoin tense 
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phrases but not complementizer phrases. He thus accounts for the relations between 
the syntactic and the semantic properties of DA. He finally discusses two alterna-
tives to this analysis, and shows that they fail to explain the relation between the 
syntactic distribution and the semantic properties of DA. 

Tacettin Turgay and Halil İskender analyze the factors governing the scope of 
partial reduplication in Turkish and propose a new semantic account of it, placing 
particular emphasis on why certain forms are unattested. Whether or not a given ad-
jective participates in partial reduplication can be determined based on its semantic 
class. Scalar adjectives can, but non-scalars cannot. The authors demonstrate that, 
among scalar adjectives, partial reduplication is also sensitive to maximal/non-
maximal contrast. The former yields “completely” semantics, while the latter yields 
“very” semantics. The model they propose captures both the class of adjectives that 
can undergo partial reduplication and the resulting interpretation. The proposal con-
trasts with earlier ones since it provides principled reasons for the class of partially 
reduplicated adjectives. 

 
Three obituaries are included. Bernt Brendemoen writes on Semih Tezcan 

(1943–2017), Hendrik Boeschoten on Barbara Flemming (1930–2020), and Anett C. 
Oelschlaegel on Erika Taube (1933–2020). The issue concludes with reviews by 
Marcel Erdal and Serkan Șener & Éva Á. Csató. 

 
An appendix containing recommendations for Turcological transcriptions and 

notations can be found at the end of the issue. 
 
 

Lars Johanson 
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On the formation of the Kazakh verb  
zertte- ‘to examine’ 
 
Musa Salan & Osman Kabadayı 
	

Salan, Musa & Kabadayı, Osman 2021.  On the formation of the Kazakh verb zertte- ‘to 
examine’. Turkic Languages 25, 20–25. DOI: 10.13173/TL.25.1.020 

 
This study deals with the etymology of the Kazakh word zertte- ‘to examine’, ‘to scruti-
nize’, ‘to evaluate’. On the evidence of the Karakalpak verb izertle- ‘to research’, it is ar-
gued that the verb goes back to East Old Turkic eδär- ‘to pursue’, ‘to follow’. Alternative 
analyses of the suffixes are discussed. 
Keywords: Kazakh, Karakalpak, etymology 

  
Musa Salan, Faculty of Literature, Department of Modern Turkic Languages & Litera-
tures, Bartin University, Bartin, Turkey. E-mail: msalan@bartin.edu.tr 
Osman Kabadayı, Institute of Philology and Multilingual Education, Abai Kazakh Na-
tional Pedagogical University. Almaty, Kazakhstan.  
E-mail: kabadayiosman@yandex.com  

1. Introduction 
The etymology of the Kazakh verb zertte- ‘to examine’, ‘to scrutinize’, ‘to evaluate’ 
has not been dealt with in any earlier Kazakh linguistic study. This paper proposes 
an etymology and discusses several possible ways to account for its morphological 
structure. 

2. The word in early sources 
Literate Kazakhs used to write in Chaghatay Turkic, which was a common written 
language during the 14th–19th centuries. Thus written records of early Kazakh are 
limited; see Malov (1941). The verb under study in this article, zertte-, does not 
appear in Budagov’s (1869) and Radloff’s (1893–1911) exhaustive dictionaries. We 
can find it in a text written by the Kazakh pedagogue Ïbïray Altïnsarin (1841–1889).  

3. The word in linguistic works 
Numerous works on Kazakh are silent about the verb zert-te-. The only etymological 
dictionary of Kazakh, Ḳazaḳ tịlịnịŋ ḳïṣḳaša etịmologịyalïḳ̣ sözdịgị (1966), which 
contains a limited word stock, does not furnish information on it. Two etymological 
dictionaries covering all modern Turkic languages, Räsänen (1969) and Sevortjan 
(1974), do not include this word. 
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4. The morphological makeup 

4.1. The base 
The voiced sibilant /z/ does not occur in native Turkic words in word-initial posi-
tion, except in onomatopoeics. The Kazakh verb thus looks like a denominal verb 
based upon a foreign stem. However, Karakalpak, the closest relative to Kazakh, 
preserves a form ịzert-le- ‘to research’, ‘to do analysis’, ‘to prospect (subsoil)’ 
‹исследовать, делать анализ; разведывать (недра)› (Baskakov 1958: 288). We 
assume here that Kazakh zertte- has developed from the same original form.  

The first phonological difference between the Karakalpak and Kazakh words is 
the lack of the initial vowel in Kazakh. Initial vowel deletion is not uncommon in 
Kazakh; examples include nan- < ịnan- ‘to believe’, rụw < ụrụw ‘to believe’, sen- < 
ịsen- ‘to trust’. Vowel deletion has not been studied by Kazakh scholars from a dia-
chronic perspective. Instead, they have focused on elision or apheresis; see 
Keŋesbaev & Aχanov (1951: 43–44), Ḳaliev (1984: 40), Mïrzabekov (1993: 105). 
Vowel elision before the phonemes /r/ and /l/ in word-initial position is discussed in 
Balaḳaev et al. (1954: 119–120) and Myrzabekov (1993: 41), but vowel deletion 
before /z/ has never been studied. 

Nevertheless, thanks to the Karakalpak form, we can assume that the stem of 
zertte- was *izer-. This can be traced back to East Old Turkic eδär- ‘to pursue’, ‘to 
follow’ (Clauson 1972: 67a éδer-). The verb is still in use in modern Turkic lan-
guages with meanings such as ‘to follow’, ‘to pursue’, ‘to chase’, ‘to look for’, ‘to 
accompany’ (Sevortjan 1974: 1: 242). As close relatives in the Kipchak sub-branch 
of Turkic, Kazakh and Karakalpak would be expected to have the base *iyer-. The 
development δ > z appears in Karakhanid izär (Borovkov 1963: 122–123) and is 
peculiar to certain languages (Johanson 1998: 83; Schönig 1997: 124; 1999: 64). 
Kazakh ịzgị ‹iзгi› ‘holy’ supports the idea that Karakalpak and Kazakh once had the 
base *izer-. Róna-Tas assumes that Tatar izgị ‹изге› is a literary adoption from Mid-
dle Turkic and a copy from Volga Bulghar (1982: 155). 

4. 2. Causative {-t-}, deverbal noun formative {-(Ụ)t}, or a parasitic sound /t/? 
Kazakh zer-t-te- and Karakalpak ịzer-t-le- have an element before the final deriva-
tive suffix. This element may be a morpheme or a parasitic sound. Turkic causative 
suffixes appear when they are needed for syntactic reasons. The causative marker 
{-t-} is petrified in Khakas izär-t-, which must have lost its bare stem izär- long ago. 
If the element is a causative suffix, we have to assume the bare stems of *zer- and 
*izer-, but these have not survived. Moreover, causative forms such as Karakalpak 
*izert-, and Kazakh *zert- are not attested. This does not mean that {-t-} is not a 
causative suffix.  

The deverbal marker {-(Ụ)t} mostly forms action nouns (Erdal 1991: 308). It at-
taches to verb stems ending in vowels as {-t}, and to those ending in consonants as 
{-Ụt}. Verbs ending in a vowel and /r/ also get {-t}, e.g. adïṛ-t ‘distinction’, ‘differ-
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ence’ < adïṛ- ‘to separate’. Ḳutaδɣu bilig contains a derivation that preserves 
{-(Ụ)t}, eδer-t-çị (Arat 1947: 253). The marker {-čỊ} is a denominal suffix and 
attaches only to nominal stems (Erdal 1991: 310). Thus *eδär-t must have been 
derived at some earlier time. Kazakh and Karakalpak probably made use of this 
unattested stem.  

The third possibility is that the -t- is a parasitic sound. The transitive stem of 
zert-te- did not require a transitivizer; this is an argument against analyzing -t- as a 
causative suffix. If the formation was *izer-le- with a deverbal suffix {-lA-}, then 
the neighborhood of two liquids would have brought about a parasitic dental, e.g. 
East Old Turkic kẅlrä- ~ kẅldrä- ‘to resound’, çalra- ~ çaldra- ‘to rattle’ (Erdal 
1991: 471). See some modern material in Eckmann (1955: 11). Kazakh has a few 
instances of addition of dentals, e.g. žụmïṛt-ḳa ‘egg’; cf. East Old Turkic yumur-ga ~ 
yumurt-ga, sïpïrt-ḳï ‘broom’, süpür-gü, šegirt-ke ‘locust’, čekür-gä, žaman-draḳ 
(dialectal) ‘worse’, žaman-raḳ (Räsänen 1949: 233), ülkön-drök ‘bigger’ < ülken-
rek (Menges 1959: 466). These are mostly examples from previous periods. Addi-
tion of dentals cannot be regarded as a frequent phenomenon in Kazakh.  

4.3. Denominal verbalizer {+lA-} or deverbal frequentative/intensifier {-lA-}? 
Two possibilities are at hand for the word stem, a noun stem *eδär-t and a verbal 
stem *eδär-t-. Each requires different derivatives; i.e. the noun stem can be followed 
by the denominal verbalizer {+lA-}, while the verbal stem, on the other hand, can be 
followed by the deverbal frequentative/intensifier suffix {-lA-}. The former is by far 
the most productive Turkic denominal verb formative, throughout all periods. In 
Kazakh, this suffix like others starting with l, is phonologically conditioned, depend-
ing on the preceding phoneme, e.g. basta- < baš-la- ‘to begin’,  ịste- < ịš-le- ‘to 
work’. This phenomenon is lacking in Karakalpak, where we find izert-le- and not 
*izert-te-. The derivational suffix {+lA-} attaches mostly to vowel stems, e.g. Codex 
Cumanicus arčï-la- ‘einen Streit beilegen’, ota-la- ‘heilen’ (Grønbech 1942: 40, 
180); Armeno-Kipchak abra-la- ‘to take care’, čürgä-lä- ‘to wrap’, titrä-lä- ‘to 
shake’, ‘to rock’ (Salan 2019: 69–70). For modern variants, see Çelikbay (2011: 79–
80).  

Concerning the possibility that the suffix is a frequentative/intensifier, the fol-
lowing can be said.  

Zająckowski deals with Mamluk Kipchak verbs derived with {-lA-}, and also 
provides Old Ottoman examples. He remarks that verb stems expanded with this 
suffix sometimes have slightly different meanings (1954: 27–28). Karamanlıoğlu 
adds the Codex Cumanicus example ota-la- ‘to heal’ (1994: 51). Collecting more 
instances from Codex Cumanicus and Armeno-Kipchak texts, Salan amplifies the 
material regarding {+lA-} (2019: 69). Räsänen regards {-lA-} as a variant of the 
frequentative suffix {-AlA-} (1957: 166). For modern Turkic variants, Çelikbay 
remarks that in some verbs {-lA-} does not denote repetition of the action, whereas 
in other verbs it does. He discerns two cases of {-lA-}. One is {-lA-} as a variant 
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descending from {-GỊLA-/-KỊLA-}, which denotes repetitive meaning. The other is 
{-lA-} which does not have a particular function (2011: 79–80).  

The question arises whether Kazakh and Karakalpak possess such a frequenta-
tive or intensifier formative, or any suffix which carries out the same function. 
Karakalpak employs varieties of frequentatives as follows: {-KỊlA-}, {-GỊlA-}, 
{-ỤwlA-}, {-wLA-}, {-mAlA-}, {-BAlA-}, {-mAKlA-}, {-BAKlA-} (Baskakov 
1952: 360–362, 1958: 823–824). Kazakh has some verbs expanded with {-lA-} ~ 
{-DA-}, {-GỊlA-}, {-mAlA-} ~ {-BAlA-}, {-GỊštA-} (Orazbaeva et al. 2005: 336; 
Mamanov 2010: 18, 21) that express repeatedness. Only {-lA-/-DA-} might be im-
portant for us, as zer-t-te- solely can have {-DA-}. This Kazakh variant of repetition 
requires verbs endings in vowel. It also has a rare usage after verbs ending in a con-
sonant, e.g. žanïṣ̌-ta- < žanïṣ̌- + -la- ‘to crush’, büḳ-te- < büḳ- + -le- ‘to bend’, üṛ-le- 
< üṛ- ‘to blow’. Consequently, we suppose a deverbal formative, a frequentative, in 
zert-te- < ịzer-t-le- to be plausible. 

5. Conclusion	
The etymology of the Kazakh word zertte- ‘to examine’, ‘to scrutinize’, ‘to evaluate’ 
and the corresponding Karakalpak verb ịzertle- ‘to research’, goes back to East Old 
Turkic eδär- ‘to pursue’, ‘to follow’. Alternative analyses of the suffixes are dis-
cussed. The possibility that -t- is a parasitic sound can be eliminated, since it is un-
common in Kazakh and Karakalpak. Two formatives can come into consideration to 
explain the -t- added to the EOT verb stem eδär-. One of these is the deverbal noun 
formative {-(Ụ)t}, though it is not attested in early works, and the other is a causa-
tive {-t-}. An argument for {-(Ụ)t} is that it can be followed by the denominal verb 
formative {+lA}. If the stem includes a causative suffix then it can take a frequenta-
tive in {-lA-} ~ {-DA-}. This possibility cannot be entirely dismissed.  
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